MEDITATION: BENEFITS PROVEN
Meditation improves productivity
In 2003, Richard Davidson, Jon Kabat-zinn, and other researchers,
conducted studies with employees at Promega, a biotech firm in Wisconsin,
USA. Before that, it was established that the workers showed high levels of
right-brain activity, reported feeling “stressed-out” and were unhappy with
their jobs. After eight weeks of meditation training and practice, the activity
in the left prefrontal cortex increased significantly, and the workers reported
feeling happier, with a renewed sense of enthusiasm for their life and work.
This heightened activity persisted for at least four months after the
experiment, when the subjects were tested again.1

The brain grows through meditation
An imaging study led by Massachusetts General Hospital researchers
showed that certain areas of the cerebral cortex, the outer layer of the brain,
grew thicker in participants who were experienced in the Insight Meditation.
The cerebral cortex is associated with emotional, attention and sensory
processes. The thickening of the cortical layer in the experienced meditators
suggests that meditation can reduce the thinning of the cortex that typically occurs with aging.2

OTHER BENEFITS OF MEDITATION attested by scientific researches include:
• Meditation make employees sharper, improves productivity, largely by preventing stressrelated illness and reducing absenteeism. (Time Magazine, 23 Jan 2006).3
• Meditation not only activates the left prefrontal cortex (reflecting a positive mental state),
but subjects also showed a significantly greater antibody response to influenza vaccine (in
other words, they responded very well to the immunization process).4
• Meditation brings healthy body changes: increase blood-flow but lower heart rate;5 lower
blood pressure;6 muscles apparently stop producing carbon monoxide, decreased renal &
hepatic blood flow, increased cerebral flow, lower breath-rate (body needs less oxygen).7
• Even simple meditation brings deep relaxation, self-awareness, greater self-control, greater
awareness of one’s senses, and deeper intuition in a non-religious way.8
• Students who lost a night’s sleep, after meditating, improved their performance: meditation
may give the sleepy brain an edge. (Time Magazine, 23 Jan 2006).
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